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Abstract—A tandem repeat is a DNA subsequence charac-
terised by an introductory sequence of nucleotides, called its
motif, followed by several contiguous copies (exact or approxi-
mate) of the motif. A minisatellite is a tandem repeat whose motif
length is within a certain pre-specified range. A new algorithm,
FireSat, which relies on the cascading of finite automata (FAs)
to detect minisatellites in DNA is proposed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consecutive repetitive DNA subsequences are of relevance
in biology for various reasons. Kolpakov et al [1] mention that
the presence of repeats can be seen as a fundamental feature
of genomes—a repeat is the simplest form of regularity in
sequences and by analysing it first clues are gained which may
lead to the discovering of new biological phenomena. In the
literature, a distinction is made between interspersed repeats
and tandem repeats [2].

A tandem repeat (TR) is a string of nucleotides charac-
terized by a certain motif introducing the string, followed
by at least one “copy” of the motif. If the copies of the
motif are exact, the TR is called here a perfect tandem
repeat (PTR) Otherwise (if there are non-exact copies in
the TR) it is called an approximate tandem repeat (ATR).
ACGTAC ACGGAC ACGTTC ACGTAC is an example of an ATR
with motif length 6.

Molecular biologists distinguish between three types of
TRs: microsatellites, minisatellites and satellites. These differ
in terms of motief length, but the literature is not consistent
about where the boundaries lie. Delgrange and Rivals [3]
and De Ridder et al [4] agree on the following classifica-
tion, which will also be used in this paper: Microsatellites:
(2 ! |motif | ! 5); Minisatellites: (5 < |motif | ! 100);
Satellites: (|motif | > 100). However, Thurson and Field [5]
classify microsatellites as having a motif size of 6 instead of
5. Benson [6] does not distinguish between minisatellites and
satellites—he simply refers to variable number tandem repeats

(VNTRs) if the |motif | > 5.
We refer to a copy of the motif in a TR as a perfect tandem

repeat element (PTRE); an approximate tandem repeat element
(ATRE) designates a substring in a TR that presumed to be a
PTRE that has undergone a mutation.

Section II gives background on existing minisatellite de-
tecting algorithms. Section III defines the problem formally.
Section IV proposes a way of using how FA theory to

detect minisatellites in DNA. Section V provides the proposed
algorithm, FireSat, before concluding in the next section.

II. BACKGROUND

The algorithms behind the identification of minisatellites
can be classified as library based [4], [7] and ab initio [7].
Library based techniques (RepeatMasker [8] is an example)
compare input against a set of known repeats in a database.
Ab initio based techniques search for minisatellites without
referencing such as set. Examples of Ab initio based algo-
rithms include: FORRepeats [9], Reputer [10], [11], TRF [6],
Mreps [1], Phobos [12] and ATRHunter [13]. This paper
proposes an ab initio technique based on FAs.

Masumbuka et al [14] has investigated several software
packages that detect minisatellites, namely: Mreps [1], Pho-
bos [12], TRF [6] and ATRHunter [13]. All of these packages
are freely available on the web. Apart from Phobos, they have
all been reported on in the literature. Masombuka et al [14]
show clearly that these software packages do not report on
the same repeats. The only other software package of which
we are aware that implements FAs to detect minisatellites is
FORRepeats. In its first step FORRepeats detects exact repeats
in large sequences. In its second step, TRs (allowing errors of
the detected exact repeats) are computed during a pairwise
comparison between two extended exact repeats. The details
of the extension of exact repeats and the comparison thereof
are beyond the scope of this paper. (See [15].)

In contrast to FORRepeats, it will be seen that our proposed
algorithm, FireSat, constructs FAs and decorates the already
constructed machines while iterating through the genetic input
sequence. If allowable final states are reached during runtime
and all threshold values (see Section IV-D) are adhered to then
a TR is reported by FireSat. The theoretical underpinnings of
FireSat are provided in Section IV after the formal problem
statement in Section III has been provided. The objective is to
leverage the benefits in terms of speed, flexibility and accuracy
previously experienced with FA-based microsatellite detection
[16] in the domain of minisatellites1.

1An implementation of an FA-based algorithm for microsatellite detection
is available from http://www.dna-algo.co.za
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III. FORMAL PROBLEM STATEMENT

ATRs are defined in terms of the following conventions. A
PTR whose motif ! is repeated p times is denoted by !p. An
ATR u that is derived from !p, must have (!) as its prefix. It
therefore has the form !u2 · · ·up where each ATRE, uk(k =
2 · · · p), is the result of at most " mutations on !. " is called
the motif error. In theory, " could be anywhere in the range
0 ! " ! |!|. We now consider the types of mutations and how
they should be determined.

A. Types of mutations tolerated

Within the constraints specified by ", FireSat tolerates the
three conventional types of errors: deletions, insertions and
mismatches. To briefly illustrate the motif errors allowed per
ATRE, consider an example based on ! = ACGTAC, where
" = 2. In addition to The word ! itself, the following are
considered as authorised forms of each ATRE, uk:

1) ! with the deletion of one base, i.e. uk "
{CGTAC, AGTAC, ACTAC, ACGAC, ACGTA}. Thus |uk| = 5.

2) ! with the mismatch of one base, i.e. uk " {XCGTAC|X :
{C, G, T}} # {AXGTAC|X : {A, G, T}} # {ACXTAC|X :
{A, C, T} # {ACGXAC|X : {A, C, G} # {ACGTXC|X :
{C, G, T} # {ACGTAX|X : {A, G, T}}. Thus |uk| = 6.

3) ! with the insertion of one base in front of any position:
uk " {XACGTAC|X : {A, C, G, T}} # {AXCGTAC|X :
{A, C, G, T}}# {ACXGTAC|X : {A, C, G, T}# {ACGXTAC|X :
{A, C, G, T} # {ACGTXAC|X : {A, C, G, T} # {ACGTAXC|X :
{A, C, G, T}}. Thus |uk| = 7.

4) The word ! with the deletion of two bases:
uk " {GTAC, CTAC, CGAC, CGTC, CGTA, ATAC, AGAC,
AGTC, AGTA, CTAC, ATAC, ACAC, ACTC, ACTA, CGAC,
AGAC, ACAC, ACGC, ACGA, CGTA, AGTA, ACTA, ACGA,
ACGT}. Thus |uk| = 4.

5) ! with two mismatches, resulting in |uk| = 6.
6) ! with two insertions, resulting in |uk| = 8.

To economise on space, a full elaboration of the resulting
possible ATRE sets has not been given in the last two cases.
Note that all these words keep at least 4 bases from the
original word !. This manner of defining authorized forms
of mismatches and deletions of uk derives from experimental
observations cited by Rivals et al. [17]. It has been endorsed
by Benson [6] as providing statistically relevant information.
More detail regarding the construction of these machines and
allowed motif errors can be found in Section IV-C.

B. Dealing with ambiguities

As it stands, the foregoing could lead to ambiguity in
determining the mutational origin of a string. For example,
! = ACGTAC, could be construed as some intended PTRE,
!, or as a deletion of the last nucleotide, G, of the PTRE !,
followed by the insertion of G. To resolve such ambiguities,
the following rules will be applied:

1) A string will be interpreted as a PTRE rather than as an
ATRE with mutations.

2) A string will always be regarded as an ATRE that
results from mismatches, rather than from insertions or

deletions as long as the number of mismatch errors to
reach a certain final state on a partial FA (PFA!) is not
more than the number of deletions or insertions. Thus the
smallest motif error to reach a final state has precedence.
Note that FireSat has been designed to tolerate more
mismatch motif errors than insertion and deletion motif
errors.

3) An ATRE will be regarded as originating from a deletion
rather than from an insertion.

In principle, then, an algorithm seeking TRs could rely on
the motif error (") alone to determine when the end of a
candidate string has been found. However, in practice, it is
useful to rely on additional metrics, as will be discussed in
Subsection IV-D.

IV. MINISATELLITES, REGULAR LANGUAGES AND FAS

FireSat relies on the cascading of machines that accept
PTREs with a motif length less or equal to 4. Therefore before
algorithmic details are introduced we introduce the regexes
which generate repeats of length at least 2, and which will be
called mono-repeats, di-repeats, tri-repeats and quad-repeats.

• Mono-repeats: repeats where one single nucleotide is
consecutively repeated. An example is the language
TRA = {AA, AAA, AAAA...} of repetitions of one single
character or copies of a mononucleotide. A regex which
generates this language is: AA(A)!. A “general regex”
with a variable or place holder can be written as WW(W)!.
This general regex may be said to induce a specific regex
by replacing the W with any alphabet letter from !.

• Di-repeats: repeats where two nucleotides are consec-
utively repeated. For example, the di-repeat language
TRAC = {ACAC, ACACAC, ACACACAC...}, is generated
by the regex ACAC(AC)!. The general regex WXWX(WX)!

induces any language of perfect di-repeats. The general
regex WX(WX + W + X + WT + TW + TWX + WTX + WXT)
(WX + W + X + WT + TW + TWX + WTX + WXT)!, where
W, X, T " {A, C, G, T}, could be used to induce any
di-repeats where a 50% error rate is tolerated.

• Tri-repeats: three nucleotides are consecutively repeated.
FAP (ACG) accepts the tri-repeat ACGACG(ACG)! (Figure
1 shows FAM (ACG) which additionally accepts
one mismatch. Note, a sink state is introduced that
caters for subsequences which are not TREs of
the current motif. In the case of FastSat these
sink states are replaced by appropriate counters
as will be seen later.) Perfect tri-repeats can be
induced from the general regex WXYWXY(WXY)!. If a
33,3% motif error is allowed, then the general regex
WXY(WXY + WX + XY + WY + TXY + WTY + WXT + TWXY+
WTXY + WXTY + WXYT)(WXY + WX + XY + WY + TXY + WTY

+WXT + TWXY + WTXY + WXTY + WXYT)! where W, X, Y, T
" {A, C, G, T} induces the associated tri-repeats.

• Quad-repeats: repeats where four nucleotides are
consecutively repeated. The general regex WXYZWXYZ

(WXYZ)! where W, X, Y, Z " {A, C, G, T} generates
all perfect quad-repeats. The regex generating
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general quad-repeats allowing for 25% mutations are
(WXYZ)(WXYZ + QXYZ + WQYZ + WXQZ + WXYQ + XYZ+
WYZ + WXZ + WXY + QWXYZ + WQXYZ + WXQYZ + WXYQZ+
WXYZQ)(WXYZ + QXYZ + WQYZ + WXQZ + WXYQ + XYZ+
WYZ + WXZ + WXY + QWXYZ + WQXYZ + WXQYZ + WXYQZ+
WXYZQ)!. In principle, other general expressions can be
constructed reflecting error rates such as 50%, 75%, etc.

It is noted that the languages of the regexes above repre-
sent microsatellites, in each case a family of these regexes
being represented by a “general regex”. In principle, regexes
representing minisatellites can also be provided, each regex
representing a regular language—the simplest of the Chomsky
hierarchy language groups. Therefore minisatellites can be
recognised by regular language acceptors, i.e. by FAs. (Note
that in this text, all FAs will be deterministic.) Generalised
software exists (including the Fire Engine [18]) which receives
a regex as input and then constructs an FA which accepts
the corresponding regex generated language. However, min-
isatellites have two special features which are leveraged in
this paper to construct corresponding FAs.

Firstly, the number of alphabet letters is limited to four.
As will be shown below, this means that any possible repeat
language with any motif length can be generated by using
mono-, di-, tri- and quad-repeat regexes. We will therefore
use these FAs (which we will call partial FAs, or PFAs) as
building blocks to construct FAs accepting minisatellites. In
the next section we discuss the four types of PFAs, each of
which accepts a TR based on a PTRE, !, and a motif error ".

A. Four types of PFAs

In general we can distinguish between four types of ma-
chines. In each case, we assume that the machine is to inves-
tigate whether the input string u has the form !u2, u3 . . . un:

• PFAP (!, 0) is an FA that reaches a final state after
scanning ! in u. However, PFAP (!, 0) goes to a sink
state if u $= !.

• PFAD(!, ") is an FA that, upon scanning u, reaches its
final state if u = ! or if u contains a maximum of "
deletions.

• PFAM (!, ") is an FA that functions analogously to
PFAD(!, "), except that it functions in terms of
mismatches rather than deletions. Figure 1 repre-
sents FAM (ACG, 1). Note, Figure 1 does not represent
PFAM (ACG, 1); FAM (ACG, 1) contains cycles which will
be completed as long as the, PTRE ACG or an ATRE
which has been derived from ACG as a mismatch in one
nucleotide position, is being read. Any other input will
cause FAM (ACG, 1) to proceed to its sink state.

• PFAI(!, ") is an FA that functions analogously to
PFAD(!, "), except that it functions in terms of insertions

rather than deletions.

In the proof of Kleene’s theorem that appears in [19], an
algorithm is provided to determine the sum of FAs. This

Fig. 1. The tri-repeat acceptor FAM (ACG, 1)

algorithm is used to determine PFATR(!, "), where:

PFATR(!, ") = PFAP (!, 0) + PFAD(!, ") +

PFAM (!, ") + PFAI(!, ")

where |!| ! 4. (Note that if a quad-repeat acceptor makes
provision for the occurrence of 1 insertion then a word
of length 5 is accepted.) The above principles are used to
construct FAs which accept minisatellites.

B. Automata theory underlying FireSat

Kleene’s theorem [19] indicates that if languages L1 and
L2 are regular then then L1L2 = {#1.#2|#1 " L1 % #2 " L2}
is also regular. (L1L2 is called the product language.)

To prove Kleene’s theorem, [19] provides an algorithm to
construct an FA, say FA3, which accepts the product language
of L1 and L2, the latter languages respectively accepted by the
FAs FA1 and FA2. It is clear that the process of concatenating
FAs can be repeated for a specific problem as many times as
needed: say we have constructed FA3 and another FA, FA4

accepts a regular language L4 then FA5 can be constructed
which accepts L1L2L4 and so on. Keeping this in mind then
it is, in theory, possible to construct an FA which accepts any
given TR of any length and any motif.

Suppose we wanted to detect a TR with a motif, !, where
|!| = 25. An FA which accepts a PTR with motif ! is obtained
by by concatenating 6 of the general quad-repeat PFAs and
one mono-repeat PFA. This may be generalised to construct
an FA to recognise PTR satellites for any value of |!|. Here,
however, we focus on minisatellites (i.e. 6 ! |!| ! 100)
and we will denote the FA concerned by FATR(!). The
number and length of PFAs to be concatenated is simple
to calculate. Let cnt4 represents the number of quad-repeat
PFAs then cnt4 := |!| div 4. The remainder PFA is of length
m := |!| mod 4. For each minisatellite there will at most be
one mono-, di- or tri-repeat PFA concatenated to cnt4 quad-
repeat PFAs.

C. Motif errors tolerated in FireSat

FireSat has been designed so that the user may select sev-
eral parameters. The first of these is ", the number of mutations
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to be tolerated per TRE. This number may maximally be
50% of the TRE length. However, " also has to be within
the constraints of the following practical considerations which
hold for the defined PFAs2.

a) Quad-repeat PFAs: The maximum number of mis-
matches tolerated per quad-repeat PFA is 4, whereas the
maximum number of deletions and insertions is 1. Thus quad-
repeat PFA, FATR, which tolerates such errors is given by:

PFATR(!, 4) = PFAP (!, 0) + PFAD(!, 1) + PFAI(!, 1)

+PFAM (!, 1) + PFAM (!, 2) + PFAM (!, 3)

+PFAM (!, 4)

b) Tri- & di-repeat PFAs: The maximum number of
mismatches tolerated for these PFAs is 3 and 2 respectively.
These PFAs also tolerate each 1 deletion and 1 insertion:

PFATR(!, 3) = PFAP (!, 0) + PFAD(!, 1) + PFAI(!, 1)

+PFAM (!, 1) + PFAM (!, 2) + PFAM (!, 3)

and

PFATR(!, 2) = PFAP (!, 0) + PFAD(!, 1) + PFAI(!, 1)

+PFAM (!, 1) + PFAM (!, 2)

c) Mono-repeat PFAs: Only 1 mismatch is tolerated by
the mono-repeat PFA.

PFATR(!, 1) = PFAP (!, 0) + PFAM (!, 1)

Whenever a mismatch, deletion or insertion final state on
any of the PFAs is reached, the counter TRE" is incremented.
If TRE" > " then processing of the current TRE will
terminate.

FireSat also allows the user to constrain the maximum
number of motif errors that may occur adjacently within a
TRE, $, to some specified maximum "c.

D. Additional metrics and threshold values

FireSat computes three additional metrics. These are %,
the so-called substring error; tn atreC, the number of ATREs
that occur consecutively; and tn tre, the total number of
TREs. In each case, the user specifies maximum values for
these metrics, which FireSat will use as a threshold value in
determining when a given substring can be regarded as a TR.
Each of these metrics will now be considered in turn.

1) The maximum substring error (& ): FireSat computes %,
the number errors weighted according to error type and
compares its value against the user-specified threshold,
& . Processing terminates if % ! & no longer holds. In
line with the guidelines suggested by Benson [6], the

2It should be noted that this arrangement per quad-repeat PFA arises
because of pragmatic considerations, and represents our starting proposal.
In theory, the number of deletions tolerated could be as many as 4, and the
number of insertions can be “unlimited”! This would clearly represent an
extreme that would result in inappropriately identifying random strings as
ATRs. The trend in the literature is to be more tolerant of mismatches than
deletions and/or insertions. Should future experimental results suggest that
our constraint of 1 insertion and 1 deletion is too strict, we shall consider
lifting these boundaries.

value of % depends on penalties allocated by the user to
mismatches (p m), deletions (p d) and insertions (p i).
For a given motif, !, and a given substring of the form
u = !u2 · · ·up:

% = (n d & p d) + (n i & p i) + (n m & p m)

where n d, n i and n m are, respectively, the the number
of deletions, insertions and mismatches in u. The user
may rely on system default values for the penalties.
(These will typically be p i = 1.0, p d = 1.0 and
p m = 0.5.)

2) The maximum number of consecutive ATREs (')
The user has the option of entering a value denoted
by '. This value indicates the maximum number of
ATREs that are allowed to occur alongside to each
other.A counter tn atreC is maintained to record the
number of consecutive ATREs since the last PTRE.
The counter is incremented whenever an ATRE has
been read (indicated by a transition to a final state of
FATR) irrespective of the type of error—whether it be
an insertion, deletion or mismatch. However, when a
PTRE is read, then the value of tn atreC is again set to
zero. The processing of a string proceeds only if ' !
tn atreC.

3) The minimum number of TREs (()

To avoid the output of unwanted data, the user may
indicate the minimum number of TREs, (, required in
a TR.

V. THE FIRESAT ALGORITHM

In order to use FATR(!) appropriately in FireSat, it is
required that the final states of the original component PFAs
be identifiable in it. Note the following feature of Kleene’s
constructive algorithm [19]: when computing say FAX = FAY

+ FAZ , every final state in FAX maps to a final state in FAY

or FAZ .
To determine whether the conditions on the threshold val-

ues, & (representing the maximum allowable substring error),
' (representing the maximum number of ATREs that may
occur consecutively) and ( (the minimum allowable number
of TREs that have to occur before a TR is reported) have been
met when scanning through a tandem repeat, various counters,
initially at 0, have to be updated once a motif is encountered
as we scan through a string.

A. Proposed: High level FireSat

FireSat has been designed to establish an introductory motif
of a given length, l starting from the current position pos in the
genetic sequence s. This it does by taking the first l nucleotides
starting at pos as the motif. There is a one-to-one mapping
between the value of l and cascaded FA skeletons which are
precomputed. Given the motif, the appropriate FA skeleton
can be decorated accordingly. The algorithm then traverses
the input string from pos + l, seeking a TR for as far as
possible. Should no TR be found at all, then the search is
repeated from one index position ahead, pos + 1. If a TR is
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indeed found, further TR searching commences from where
the TR terminated. This is repeated for each motif length, l,
in between the ranges lmin and lmax (i.e. 6 to 100 in the case
of minisatellites).

The generic FireSat algorithm is provided
below. The algorithm is invoked by calling
FireSat(lmin, lmax, ", "c, &,',(, pd, pi, pm, s) where s
represents the genetic sequence to be searched. It returns all
TRs as tuples with motif lengths in the range {lmin, · · · , lmax}
in s, subject to the motif error " and threshold values & , '
and ( as discussed in subsections III-A and IV-D respectively.

func FireSat(lmin, lmax, ", "c, #,$, %, pm, pd, pi, s) : tuples
var l, !, pos, len, s
tuples : = "

; for l # [lmin, lmax] $
pos : = 0
; FA : = genFA(l) {Generate cascaded FA skeleton from l}
; do (pos % |s| & l) $

! : = s[pos, pos + l & 1]
; FA! : = decorate(FA, !)
; <!, pos, len, nptre, nm, nd, ni > : =

computeTR(s, pos, FA!, ", "c, #,$, %, pm, pd, pi)
; if (len > |!|) $

tuples : = tuples ' {<!, pos, len, nptre, nm, nd, ni >}

; pos : = pos + len
[] (len % |!|) $ pos : = pos + 1
f i

od

rof

; return tuples
cnuf

FireSat as described above calls the function, genFA(l).
To describe the working of this function, suppose that ! =
s[pos, pos + l) can be decomposed as ! = !1 !2 . . . !k !k+1

where |!i| = 4 for i = 1, . . . k, and |!k+1| " [0, 3]. The
required FA that is sought will therefore be defined as

PFATR(!1, 4) · PFATR(!2, 4) · . . .

·PFATR(!k, 4) · PFATR(!k+1, |!k+1|)

It is the job of genFA(l) (included hereafter) to generate the
undecorated form of the above FA. It should be noted that this
approach generalises the use of skeleton FAs as implemented
in FireµSat3 and described in [16]. This generalisation
means that it is now possible to easily construct FAs that detect
repeats of any length instead of being limited to detecting
microsatellites as in the case of FireµSat3.

The function decorate(FA, !) is called thereafter to provide
the labels to the FA transition graph. The labels are derived
from ! and differ for each new different motif of length l,
while the skeleton FA remains the same, until l changes.

Next, the function, computeTR is called which is assumed
to return a tuple that contains information about the TR starting
at pos with motif !. The TR is of length len and is determined
in line with the various tuning parameters such as the motif
error, ", penalties on mismatches, deletions and insertions,
pm, pd, pi, etc. If no TR is found, the value of len returned will
be less than or equal to l = |!|. The function computeTR
is very similar to its counterpart used in all the versions of
FireµSat described in [16]. However, in the latter, the FAs

concerned were designed to terminate processing when the
maximum motif error was exceeded.

Here, because component PFAs are used to construct larger
FAs it is more convenient to allow the constructed FA to accept
any number of errors. To keep tabs of the number of errors
encountered counters must be used as part of the algorithm.
In order to do this, computeTR relies on a subfunction called
computeTRE that deals with one TRE at a time. The latter
function steps through the states of the cascaded FA comprised
of various PFAs. It follows the prescriptions of subsection
III-B in keeping track of the number of mismatches, insertions
and deletions states that are encountered, it relates these values
to the input parameters, and reports back when a TRE has been
found, or when one is no longer available.

This paper shows how cascaded PFAs can successfully
detect minisatellites of any length in genetic sequence, s. The
outline of GenFA is provided:

func genFA(lmotif ) : FA
var i, PFA
i : = lmotif & 4
; FA : = genPFA(4)
; do (i > 0) $

PFA : = genPFA(min(4, lmotif & i))
; FA : = FA · PFA
; i : = i & 4

od

; return FA
cnuf

Within computeTRE we are dealing with PFAs which
have the special property that no edges are returning to any
(previous) states. This is specifically important in terms of
the final state(s) of the respective PFAs.

Consider

PFATR(!1, 4) · PFATR(!2, 4) · . . .

·PFATR(!k, 4) · PFATR(!k+1, |!k+1|)

As there are no outgoing edges leaving a final state of
PFATR(!1, 4) it is possible to simply assign the initial
state of PFATR(!2, 4) (the successor) to the final state of
PFATR(!1, 4) (the predecessor). This principle holds for the
concatenation (or cascading) of any two consecutive PFAs.

An algorithm refinement of genFA(lmotif ), expressing the
cascading of PFAs by means of state assignments, is included.

func genFA(lmotif ) : FA
var i, j, n, PFA
i, j : = lmotif & 4, 1
; FA0 : = genPFA(4)
; do (i > 0) $

PFA : = genPFA(min(4, lmotif & i))
; FAj : = PFA
; i, j : = i & 4, j + 1

od

; n : = j
; do (j > 0) $

initialstate(successor(FAj)) : = finalstate(FAj)
; j : = j & 1

od

initialstate(FA) : = initialstate(FA0)
; finalstate(FA) : = initialstate(FAn)
; return FA
cnuf
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Figure 2 represents an illustration of cascaded PFAs to
detect a TRE !.

Fig. 2. An Illustration of a cascaded PFAs

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on positive experience in constructing FA-based algo-
rithms for detecting microsatellite TRs [16], we have derived
an approach that extends to FA-based minisatellite detection.

The approach relies on the cascading of FAs using smaller
“component” FAs, called here partial FAs. The runtime of the
resulting algorithm is linear in the sequence length.

We note that, in contrast to our divide-and-conquore ap-
proach, a direct approach to constructing an FA-based recog-
nition algorithm for a minisatellite with motif length of say
50, would be extremely complicated, since the way in which
FA states grow and the way in which transition arcs between
states are to be placed are not readily predictable.

Future research initiatives will include the implementation
of the algorithm and variants, and the comparison of their
output to that of existing algorithms reported on in [14].
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